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“Last year, it was Paris. Today, it is Brussels.
It’s the same attacks.”
FRENCH PRESIDENT FRANCOIS HOLLANDE,

decrying the bomb attacks at the Brussels airport and a city subway station

Dozens die in Brussels;
IS claims responsibility

Plans to
combat
climate
change
Report pegs vehicles as
largest greenhouse gas
emitters in county
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

KETEVAN KARDAVA / GEORGIAN PUBLIC BROADCASTER

An injured man lies on the floor in Zaventem Airport in Brussels, above, after two bomb blasts ripped through the departure hall Tuesday. Below,
travelers walk away from the broken windows of the airport. In the wake of the blasts, all flights were canceled and arriving planes were diverted.

RISKS: Bombings
underscore
vulnerability of
an open Europe

If Sonoma County plans to
follow through on its plans to
combat climate change, its leaders will need to focus on gasoline burned by cars and trucks,
as well as electricity and natural
gas consumed by homes and offices.
A new report, Climate Action 2020 and Beyond, identifies
transportation as the county’s
largest source of greenhouse gas
emissions, with vehicle tailpipes
emitting nearly 2 million metric
tons a year, about half — 52 percent — of the county’s total.
Electricity and natural gas
burned to heat, cool, light and
run appliances in homes, offices
and other buildings generates
more than 1.2 million metric
tons, one-third of the county’s
total annual emissions of about
3.7 million metric tons, the report said.
Statewide, greenhouse gas
emissions were 459 million metric tons in 2013, according to the
California Air Resources Board.
Reducing emissions, primarily carbon dioxide from the
combustion of fossil fuels, “has
become an environmental and
societal imperative” in the campaign to forestall “the projected
catastrophic effects” from global warming, the county’s report
said.
The report, released by the
county’s Regional Climate Protection Authority, sets a goal of
reducing emissions to 25 percent
TURN TO CLIMATE » PAGE A11

By ADAM NOSSITER
NEW YORK TIMES

PARIS — Since the November
attacks in Paris, Belgian authorities have conducted dozens of
raids, combed whole neighborhoods for well-known militants,
and even locked down the entire
capital for days, all part of promises to step up efforts to root out
jihadis.
Yet none of that evidently disrupted plans for the attacks Tuesday at Brussels’ main international airport and a central subway
station in the heart of the capital
of the European Union.
The new attacks again underscored not only the weaknesses
of Belgium’s security services
in particular, but also the persistence and increasingly dangerous prospect of what several
intelligence experts described as
a sympathetic milieu for terrorist
cells to form, hide and operate in
the center of Europe.
The attacks have set off a new
round of soul-searching about
whether Europe’s security services must redouble their efforts,
even at the risk of further impinging civil liberties, or whether such
attacks have become an unavoidable part of life in an open European society.
At the very least, they have exposed the enduring vulnerability
of Europe to terrorism in an age
of easy travel and communications and rising militancy.
Even before Belgian authorities
captured Salah Abdeslam on Friday for his suspected role in the
Nov. 13 Paris attacks, which killed
130 people, they had detained or
arrested scores of suspects directly or peripherally connected to
TURN TO RISKS » PAGE A2
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TERROR: At least
34 dead, scores
hurt in attacks at
airport, subway

BRUSSELS TERROR ATTACK
THE TOLL: At least 11 killed at airport and 20 at Brussels subway
station, although officials said overall total of fatalities had risen to 34.
RESPONSIBLITY: Islamic State group said its members detonated
suicide vests both at the airport and in the subway.
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BRUSSELS — Islamic extremists struck Tuesday in the heart
of Europe, killing at least 34 people and wounding scores of others
in back-to-back bombings of the
Brussels airport and subway.
Bloodied and dazed travelers
staggered from the airport after two explosions — at least one
blamed on a suicide attacker and
another apparently on a suitcase
bomb — tore through crowds
checking in for morning flights.
About 40 minutes later, another
rush-hour blast ripped through
a subway car in central Brussels
as it left the Maelbeek station, in
the heart of the European Union’s
capital city.
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A video image shows three men who are suspected of taking
part in the attacks at Belgium’s Zaventem Airport. The man at
right is still being sought by the police, and the two others were
presumed to be suicide bombers who died in the blasts.

By JONATHAN MARTIN
Hillary Clinton and Donald
Trump overwhelmed their rivals in the Arizona primaries
on Tuesday, according to the Associated Press, a show of might
from two presidential front-runners who are hoping to avoid
prolonging the nominating contest and begin training their fire
on each other.
Trump easily defeated Sen.
Ted Cruz, taking all 58 of the
state’s delegates and adding to
his lead. But Cruz was vying to
capture more than 50 percent of
Utah Republicans in hopes of
claiming all the state’s delegates
and limiting Trump’s gains.
Clinton trounced Sen. Bernie
Sanders, capturing the biggest
delegate prize on a night when
western Democrats also were
voting in the Idaho and Utah
caucuses.
The victories recorded by
Clinton and Trump showcased
the strengths that have propelled them to huge advan-
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Clinton,
Trump win
decisively
in Arizona
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